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Mac Bundle Box 4 adds MacPilot to the Mix
Published on 03/02/09
Today Mac Bundle Box announced their fourth bundle promotion and adds the extremely
popular app MacPilot to the mix. Mac Bundle Box promises to be one of the most amazing
software events this year. Running for 11 days starting the 1st of March this incredible
deal contains 14 popular applications. 5% of every sale will be donated to 'Charity:
Water'. Charity: Water aims to bring clean, fresh drinking water to the 1.1 billion people
on earth that don't have it.
Corby, UK - The ever popular Mac software bundle Mac Bundle Box that launched on March
1st
has grown, and added the extremely popular app MacPilot to the mix. Now you can get 14 Mac
applications for the low price of $49 (USD), if bought separately this collection would
cost you $353.81 (USD). This incredible deal is only available until March 12th, so act
fast.
Included in the bundle:
Relationship (39.00) - Manage your contacts and information with ease and style.
Code Collector (25.00) - Collects snippets of code in one location, like iTunes for code.
DrawIt (40.00) - Vector image editing and drawing application.
Espionage (24.95) - One click file and folder protection for your Mac.
Cover Stream (20.00) - Browse, Search, See. Your music in a simple intuitive window.
DEVONnote (24.95) - Keeps your thoughts in one safe location and helps you organize them.
QuickScale (20.00) - Scale, edit, send and convert pictures.
Project Calculator (19.99) - Time tracking and project management in a single application.
Transcriva (29.99) - Transcribing made easy, with audio playback and much more.
Magnet (39.99) - The easiest way to customize your movies and share them with your
friends.
Involer (20.00) - Super simple digital invoicing for you and your Mac.
Stuf (20.00) - Collect pictures and snippets in this little app, for use later.
Blog Assist (9.95) - Add often used code to your blog post with a single click.
MacPilot (19.95) - Enable hidden features of your Mac and adjust settings with ease.
This time, we're giving something back, and thats why 5% of every sale will be donated to
the charity, 'Charity: Water'. Charity: Water aims to bring clean, fresh drinking water to
the 1.1 billion people on earth that don't have it.
Pricing and Availability:
The Mac Bundle Box is available to purchase today for $49 (USD). For $49 (USD) you will
get all 14 applications and we will donate $2.50 (USD) to Charity: Water.
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Mac Bundle Box:
http://www.macbundlebox.com/
Download Mac Bundle Box:
http://www.macbundlebox.com/download.php
Purchase Mac Bundle Box:
http://www.macbundlebox.com/buy.php
Mac Bundle Box Logo:
http://www.macbundlebox.com/macbundlebox.png
Mac Bundle Box Affiliate System:
http://affiliate.macbundlebox.com/
Charity: Water:
http://www.charitywater.org/

Mac Bundle Box was founded by Christian Owens in early 2008. Mac Bundle Box aims to
provide the best Mac applications on the market at the lowest possible prices. Christian
Owens has much experience in the web and application industries, working with popular
social networks and other web professionals such as Chris Pirillo.
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